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 # 1974—PartB
L.N.41 of 1974

_ ‘CUSTOMS TARIFF (CONSOLIDATION) DECREE 1973

ae a (1973 No. 6) . .

‘Customs Tariff (Duties and Exemptions) (Amendment)
(No. 2) Order. 1974 ° :

| Commencement : 1st July 1974
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 7of the Customs Tariff

(Consolidation) Decree 1973, and of all other powers enabling him in that
behalf, the Head of the Federal Military Government hereby makes the
following Order*:—

_1—(1) Schedule 1 to the Customs Tariff (Consolidation) Decree 1973 Amendment -
(which, znter alia, prescribes tariff description of imported goods andrates of of Schedules
import duty thereon) is hereby amended to the extentsetout in Part I of the © 12 and3to
Schedule to this Order. . . Tariff (Con-

- solidation) ©
(2) Schedule 2 of the said Decree (which relates toexemptions fromimport Decree 1973.

duties) is hereby amended to the extent set out in Part IT of the Schedule to 1973 No. 6.
this Order.

(3) Schedule3 of the said Decree (which relates to export duties) is hereby.
amended to the extent set out in Part IIT of the Schedule to this Order.

2. This Order maybecitedas the Customs Tariff (Duties and Exemptions) Citation.
(Amendment) (No. 2) Order 1974. :

SCHEDULE

PART I

-Amenpwent or ScHEpute 1 To THe Customs TARIFF (Consotpation)
. .Decree 1973

TariffNo. _ Extent of Amendment
(iy - . (2) of,

15.07 In sub-headings A andB,delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Description”,
AandB “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and substitute respectively the following sub-headings
_. and rates ofduty applicable thereto, that is :— OL

 

a Rate of Duty

Tariff Description Fiscal Full ©
- ~ ; - . Entry ;

oe | Q- | Q) @
- “A. Palm oil and palm kernel oil imported byamariufacturer

- approved in that behalf by the Commissioner .. . .. Free Free

B, Other | |
(1) Edible 9... ewe ewe we 66§% Fred

. (2) Other... ee ee oe we .. thelitre Free”.
.- So 3k or

, 334%
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- . SCHEDULE—continued.

Part I—continued

TariffNo. - Extent ofAmendment

@ | _Q)
17.01 © In sub-headings Aand B, delete theentries in the columns “Tariff Description”,
Aand B “Fiscal Entry” and “Full”and insert the following rate of duty against the main

headingiin the columns “Fiscal Entry” and “Full”, that is :-—

 

Rate of Duty

Tariff Description_ : - Fiscal Full
. Entry

(2) — - 8B @

— - + “thekg, Free”,
_ Sk

17.05 In sub-heading A, delete therate of duty iin the column “Fiscal Entry” and
@A substitute “the kg. 5k”.

(#) B In sub-heading B, delete the rate of duty in the column“Fiscal Entry” and
substitute “10 4”.

27.10 In sub-heading D, insert respectively the following entries in the columns.

@D “Code No.”and “Description”:— “332.31 Automotive gas oil”.

(#) E gil,gub-heading E, in the column “Cade No.”, delete “332.56” and substitute

32.05 — Delete the rates of duty in the columns “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and insert |
. respectively the following sub-headings and rates of duty applicable thereto in.

the columns “Tariff Description”, “Fiscal Entry” and “Full”, that is -—

 

Rate of Duty

TariffDescription . Fiscal “Full
. Entry

(2) (3). (4)

“A. Imported for the.manufacture of ink by auser approved
in that behalfby the.Commissioner_ .. .. Free Free

B. Other ee .- «ss 10% Free”.

- 32.07 Delete the rates of duty jin the columns “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and insert.
respectively the following sub-headings and rates of duty applicable thereto in the _
columns “TariffDescription”, ‘Fiscal Entry” and “Full”, that is :—

 

Rate of Duty

Tariff Description a Fiscal Full
. Entry

(2) Oe (3) (4)

“A. Imported for the manufacture ofinkby:auserer approved iin
. thatbehalf bythe Commissioner -- Free Free

B. Other ‘we . . oe oe .- « 10% Free”.
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SCHEDULE—continued

ParrI—continued

TariffNo 3° Extent of Amendment
(1) (2)

34.03 In sub-headings A andB,delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Description”,
A and B “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and insert the following rates of duty against the main

: heading in the columns“Fiscal Entry”and “Full”, that is :—

 

; . Rate of Duty

"Tariff Description Fiscal Full
ss a, Entry

(2) - (3) ° (4)

— “the kg. Free”.
, 5k

39.02 In sub-heading C, delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Description”,

Cc “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and substitute respectively the following sub-heading
andrates of duty applicable thereto, that is -—- .

7 . _ Rate of Duty

_ Tariff Description mo Fiscal Full
. Entry ,

(2) 3) 4)
 

“C. Artificial Resins : a

- (1) Imported for the manufacture of ink by auser a
approved in that behalfby the Commissioner .. Free ~ Free

(2) Other .. .. .. 10%  Free”..

39.03 In ‘sub-heading C, delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Description”,
~C “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and substitute respectively the following sub-heading

andrates of duty applicable thereto, that is :— -

Rate of Duty -

Tariff Description = Fiscal Full
oan , Entry

@ : @ @

~ “C, Artificial Resins :

(1) Imported for the manufacture of ink by a user
approved in that behalf by the Commissioner .. Free Free

(2) Other .. . ee eae rene 10% Free”.
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oe SCHEDULE—continued

Parr 1—continued 7

“TariffNo. an Extent ofAmendment

@) Qo.

39.04 - _Insub-headings C and D,delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Description”,
CandD“Fiscal Entry” and “Fulland substitute respectively the following sub-heading

. and rate of duty applicable thereto, that is :-—

a

oa . Rate of Duty

Tariff Description —. -* Fiscal | Full
Lo a Entry

Q ose @ @
 

“C. Other . . cee o. : +» ae 334% Free”.

39.05 In sub-heading C, delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Description”,
Cc “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and substitute respectively the following sub-heading

and rates of duty applicable thereto, that is :— Be :

a Rate ofDuty

Tariff Description . — Fiscal Full

Q) ew
 

“C, Artificial Resins :

(1) Imported for the manufacture of ink by ‘a user
approved in that behalf by the Commissioner .. Free Free _

(2) Other .. ee oe o oe we -- 10% Free’, .

39.06 In sub-heading C, delete the entries in the columns ‘Tariff Description”, -
Cc “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and substitute respectively the followingsub-heading ~

. and rate of duty applicable thereto, that is:— _

Rateof Duty

Tariff Description os. + Fiscal Full —
- . Entry

(2) - rn (3) (4)
 

“C,- Artificial Resins .. a os oe wwe 10% Free”.
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SCHEDULE—continued

Part I—continued =

TariffNo = st Extent ofAmendment
(i) a 2)

44.24 Deletethe rates of duty in the columns “Fiscal Entry” and “Full”and insert the
« following sub-headings and rates of duty applicable thereto in the columns “Tariff
Description”, “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” respectively, thatiis:—

Rate of Duty

Tariff Description * Fiscal Full
, Entry

vee te ee te(2 Le Gy)

“A, Sticks imported|for use in the confectionery industry by . |
_ @user approvedin that behalfbytheCommissioner .. 10% Free

B. Other oe teas v . +. -- 50% Free”.

- 44,28 In sub-headingC,deletetheentries in the columns “Tariff Description”, “Fiscal
Cc. Entry” and “Full” and substitute respectivelythe following sub-headings and the

rates of duty applicable thereto, that iis -—

Rate ofDuty
TariffDescription ———

. Fiscal Full
Entry

(2) a 3) @)

“C. Sticks imported for use in the confectionery ind
imported by a userapproved iin that behalfEby tthe Com-
missioner .. oe - +. 10% Free

_ . D, Other: ... oss +. «+ ee ee 50% Free”.

55.01A = In cubheading A, delete the ratee ofF duty iin the column, “Fiscal Entry” and
= substitute “Free’

. 55.02A In. sub-heading A, delete the rate of duty in the column “Fiscal Entry” and
substitute “Free”. ‘

59.08 Deletethe entriesin the columns “TariffDescription”?, “Fiscal Entry” and Full”
and substitute respectively the following sub-headings, rarates of duty and Code No.
applicable thereto, that is :—

 

 

. Rate ofDuty

Tariff Description _ Fiscal * Full. Code
. . oo ; Entry ‘No.

| 2) 2.8 MO &
“A. Imitationleather with textile backing .. 50%  Free- 655.40”
B. Other ..°.. +. . ..  ... thesq. Free’. ~

: a metre
50k or
75%
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70.05 _°

71.02 -

71.07 .
B .

. 73.06

. 73.07.

73.13

73.22
73.32
75.04
B(1)

SCHEDULE—continued

. . _ Parr I—continued
. TariffNo. Extent of Amendment

(ty eB
68.13C In sub-heading C, delete theentries in the columns “Tariff Description”,

“Fiscal Entry” and “Pull” and substitute Tespectively the following sub-heading
andrates of duty applicable thereto, that is :—

 

/ . - Rate of Duty

" ‘Tariff Description "Fiscal Full

; Oo OO -&#
~“C, Pipes: | ;

(1) Imported for water supply by a user approved iin
that behalf by the Commissioner ;. . .. 10% Free

(2) Other .. . os 1+ es 75%. Free”.

Delete the rate of duty iinthe column “Fiscalal Entry”and substitute “334%”.

In the columns ‘Code No.” and “Description” in the“Statistical Key” add
respectively the following entries, that is :—

667.00”and “Other”

In sub-headingB, tasert the following entry in the column “Code No.”,thatis:—

43”

Delete the rate of dutyin the column “Fiscal Entry” and substitute “Free”.

Delete the rates of duty in the columns “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and insert |
respectively the following sub-headings and rates of duty applicable thereto in
the columns “Tariff Description”, “Fiscal Entry”|and Rae”, that is :—

 

Rate of Duty

Tariff Description , Fiscal Full

— @ 8 w
“A, Pieces roughly shaped‘byee waa .. 5% Free
B. Other - .. : .. Free Free”.

In sub-heading C, delete the rate of dutyjin the column “Fiscal Entry” and
substitute “5%”.

Delete the rate of duty in the column “Bical Entry” and substitute: “109%.-

Delete the rate of duty in the column “Fiscal Entry” and substitute : “509”,”

“In sub-heading B(1), delete the entries in the column “Tariff Description” and
substitute :

~ “B. Other :

(1) Imported for the local manufacture of domestic refrigerators, domestic
air-conditioners, or parts thereof by a manufacturer approved in that
behalf by the Commissioner’.
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SCHEDULE—continued :

Part I—continued

 

Tariff No. . Extent ofAmendment

(a) @-
76.03 Insub-heading C, delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Description”,
Cc “Fiscal Entry”. and “Full” and substitute respectively the following sub-heading

and rate of duty applicable thereto, that is:— ~

| . eo Cc. Rate of Duty

_ Tariff Description — Fiscal Full
" * Entry | ;

@ . : (3) (4)

“CG. Other 6. cece ae, ee eve 20% Free”,

76.08 Delete the rates of duty in the columns “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and exsert
respectively, the following sub-headings and rates of duty applicable thereto in
the columns “Tariff Description”, “Fiscal Entry” and “Full”, that is :—_

Rate ofDuty

 

TariffDescription ee Fiscal Full
Entry

Q . (3) (4)

“A. Channel, clip, bar, handle link, bearings, rivets ‘and
_ springs prepared for use in structures and imported -

. together in quantities correspondingto the size and type
ofthe structure by a userer approved iin that behalfby"the
Commissioner .. . .. - 10% Free

B. Other e . . ee : ee . ee . oe oe 7 oe 25% Free’’.

76.09 | In sub-heading C, delete the rate of duty in thecolumn “Fiscal Entry”
Cc - and substitute 199%, .

78.05 In sub-heading B (1), delete the rate of duty iinthe column “Fiscal Entry” and
B (1) substitute 10%”. .

*

83.15 In sb-heading A, delete the entries in the column “Tariff Description” and
A substitute :

“A. ‘Blectrodes for industrial use imported bya manufacturer approved iin
that behalf by the Commissioner”...
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SCHEDULE—continued

Parr I—continued

TariffNo. Sc Extent ofAmendment —

(@) (2) - o :
84.06 In sub-headings C (1)and (2), delete the entries in the columns “Tariff Des.
C (1) cription”’, “Fiscal Entry” and “Full” and substitute respectively the following
and(2) sub-headings and rates of duty applicable thereto, that is :— - ..

 

. _ Rate ofDuty

TariffDescription * - Fiscal

=

Full
oe Entry ,
2 (3) (4)

“C. (1) Road motor vehicle engines...«334% ‘Free
(2) Parts for C (1) ee ne .. +» «+. 10% ° Free
(3) Other, including pats ws ws ws. 388%: Free”,

85.19A

—

Insub-headingA, delete theentries in the columns “Tariff Description”, “Fiscal
Entry”. and “Full” and substitute respectively the following sub-headings and
rates ofduty applicable thereto, thatis :— - a

. Rate ofDuty

ot TariffDescription * Fiscal Full
roe

~ . Entry .

(2) - 8B): &.
 

“A. Suitable foruséin ~~” - eo aeae

(1) roadmotorvehicle .. 6. ww ww10% SFr

(2) amplifiers, radio or television teceivingsets =. . 30% Free

(3) domestic appliances .. ee -»  «. 50%

~~

Free”.

87.02 ” Renumber sub-headings E and F as“‘D” and “E” respectively.

-89.03 Insertin a new sub-heading A, the following entries in the columns “Tariff
@)A Description”, “Fiscal Entry” and “Full”, that is :-—

 

Rate of Duty

Tariff Description . °° =...Fiscal

~—

“Full
. Entry

@) BE
 

. “Ambulances imported by hospitals approved by Govern-
ments ofthe Fedération Free Free”.

it Renumber present sub-headings A-and B as “B” and “C”res ectivel .gs A-ar ” spectively



SCHEDULE—continued
- Part I—continued

Tariff No. . Extent ofAmendment

(Qt) St ~ (2)
-98.01 - Delete the rate of duty in the columns “Fiscal Entry” and “Full? and insert

; - respectively the following sub-headings and rates of duty applicable thereto in the
columns “Tariff Deseription”, “Fiscal Entry”and “Full”, that is :—

Rate ofDuty

“Teri Description Fiscal Full
- Entry

@ | : @) -@
 

* “A. Blanks andmoulds and parts thereof imported by a user mo
approvedin that behalf by the Commissioner oe -- 10% Free

B. Other6. ween ae ee 40% Free”,

PART it

AmENDMENTOF ScHEDULE 2 TO THE Customs TARIFF (Consouimarron) ~
Decree 1973 ©

_ After paragraph 32, there shall be inserted a new paragraph as follows :—
_ 33, Goods falling within headings 90.08 and 90,10 of Schedule 1 imported for

the film industry by a user approvedinthat behalf by the Commissioner.”?

PARTIII —

| AMENDMENT ¢OF SCHEDULE 3 To Tue Customs TARIFF (Consourparion)
Decree 1973

In paragraph 4, delete the following entries from the columns “Export List No.”,
“Statistical Description” and“Unit of Quantity” :—

" “332.13 - Jet fuel (Aviation) Litre and Tonne
332.24 Kerosinejjetfuel Litre and Tonne”.

Mave at Lagos this ist day of Tuly 1974.

| C0. Lawson,
Secretary to the

Federal Military Government

_Expianatory Nore .

(This note doesnotform part ofthe above Qrier
but is intended to explain its purpose)

TheOrder relates to certain errors and anomalies which have now been rectified, and
in addition, has the following effect :-—

. (a) Part I oF THE SCHEDULE

TariffNo. | Description - Effect of the Order

15.07  --  Paim oil and palm kernel ’ Abolishes the rate of duty of 663% ad valo-
os oil : So remfor approvedroanurfacturers:
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ExpLanatory .Note—continued

Part I or THE SCHEDULE—continued

Tariff No. | Description i _ Eject of the Order

17.01B - Beet and cane sugar
Reduces the rate of duty from 7k to 5k per

17.054 . Flavoured orcoloured beet kilogramme.
and cane sugar ~

17.05B Flavoured syrups other than Reduces therate of dutyfifrom 10% to 10%
- sugar, ad valorem.

32.05 Dyestuff .. .
32.07 Colouring matter ..
39.02C (1) .
39.03C (1) Artificial resins... .. pAbolishes the dutyffor approved nmariufac-

Ste turers of ink.
. 39.05C (1) . . 4

44.24 | Ice-cream sticks ..° -.. Reduces therate of duty from 50% to10%
44.28C ad valoremfor approved manufacturers

> ; of confectionery.

55.01... Cotton... . Abolishes the duty for approved manufac-
55.02 . Cotton linters +. .. turers.
59.08A ' . Imitation leather .. _.. ~-Reduces the rate of duty from 50k per sq.

metre or75% to50% advalorem.

68.13C . Asbestos pipes... .. Reduces the rate of duty from 75% to 10% —
, . ad valorem for approved users for water

, supply. - :
73.06 . ~ Ingots ofiron . .. Abobehvs the duty.
73.07B Billets ofiron © ..  .. Abolishes the duty. : L
73.13 Sheets and plates of iron... Reduces the rate of duty from 10% to 5%,
ae Cot ad valorem.

73.22 > Reservoirs and tanks i
76.09C Reservoirs and tanksof Reducestherate of duty from 668% to 10%

. oO aluminium-
~ 76.03 Sheetsandstripofaluminium Reduces therate of duty from 334% to 20%
Lo ad valorem.

76.08A Structures of aluminium .. Reduces the rateofduty from 663%to 10%
for approved users and to 25% in other

. cases.”
84.06C Motor vehicle engine parts *
(2) "(Reduces thee duty from 334% and50% to

. . . (Whead valorem.
. 85.19A Motorvehicleelectrical parts|

(1) , oS
98.01 ~ Button blanks and moulds... Reduces the rate of duty from 40% to 10%

- ‘ad valoremfor approved manufacturers.

(b) PartII OF THE SCHEDULE

It introduces exemption from duty for cinematographic cameras and sound recorders,
and apparatus and equipment of a kind used in cinematographic laboratories imported for
the film-industry bytusers approved by the Commissioner.
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L.N. 42 of 1974

EXCISE "TARIFF (CONSOLIDATION) DECREE 1973
(1973 No. 7).

Excise Pavitt (Duties and Exemptions) (Aniendment)
(No.2) Order 1974

Commencement 3 1st July 1974 .

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 3 (1) of the Excise Tariff .
(Consolidation) Decree 1973, and of all other powers enabling him in that
behalf, the Head of the Federal Military Government hereby makes the
following Order :—

1. Schedule. 1to ‘the Excise Tariff (Consolidation) Decree 1973, (hich Amendment
specifies the goods liable to excise duty) is hereby amended as follows, of Schedule

the-

° ee in h 2 ( ) ‘for th f ecified, there shall Bacoe Taitfa) in paragraph (Batteries), for the rate of duty specified, there Consolida-
be substituted 5%; - 7

(6) for paragraph 18, there shall be substituted the following :_- |. 1973 No..7.

“18. LEATHER, tanned; IMITATION LEATHER 5%’;

(c) for paragraph 25, there shall be substituted the following:—
25. Rapio-GRaMOPHONES, RabIo RECEIVING Sets AND TELEVISION

Sers 5%” and '

(2) paragraph 30 (Steel Products) shall be deleted.

2. This Order may be cited as the Excise Tariff (Duties and Exemptions) Citation.
(Amendment) (No. 2) Order 1974. .

Maneat Lagosthis Ist day of July 1974,

-C. O. Lawson,

Secretary to the .
Federal Military Government

Explanatory Note

(This notedoes notform partof the above Order butis
__. intended to explainits effect)

The Order restores the excise duty on batteries to 5% ad valorem and
abolishes the excise duty on reinforcing rounds, record players and gramo- |
Pliones (other than radio-gramophones).


